STANDARD DETAIL

1. Twisted steel sheet VPB 50/50, flat end to wall at 400 mm. With screw with pan head.
2. Folded main channel GK 1, first distance max. 1200 mm.
3. GK 1 cross channel, first distance max. 300 mm.
4. GK 22 connector.
5. 6.5 mm wide plasterboard Gypstone big curve, edge B/1-A.
6. Gyprock screw QSC 2.5.
7. Bendable gyp Gyprock SKG 4/0/30 attached to wall at 400 mm. With screw with pan head.
8. Adjustable hanger GK 26-72/GK 27, first distance 900 mm (first hanger max. 600 mm from the wall).

10. The connection between the boards. The cross channels are placed with a distance of 150 mm.

PLAN CUTOUT

SECTION B-B

SECTION A-A